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GUESS? Kids have all the fun 

 
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur –February 2006 – The Guess Kids Spring/Summer 2006 Collection 
welcomes the bright season with vibrant color palettes, comfortable fabrics and seasonally 
inspired printed designs. Little ones will adore the breezy and undeniably fun style of Guess Kids.  
 
The line springboards from the Guess Adult’s offering, incorporating lots of detailing on denim, 
from fashionably chic to distressed pieces. Jeans, short skirts, knee length pants, Bermudas, 
shirts and jackets are available in different treatments. The GUESS monogram, embroidery, 
patches and beadings on denim also set the trend for boys and girls alike.   
 
GUESS? girls enjoy the abundance of lace, cross stitch and embellishments for that nostalgically 
romantic and relaxed feel. Fresh and light are the key words – pale blue shades, various hues of 
pink are combined with white and shades of beige. The style is casual with romantic overtones. 
 
All-over print paisley pieces add the bohemian look to the collection. Achieve the Gypsy 
Bohemian look with luminous, mid-day sun colors and tie-dyed pieces wear over minis.  
 
GUESS? boys adopt the cool nautical look this season and sail away! Shirts, jackets, trousers 
and Bermudas are available in classic sea colors and de rigueur stripes.  
In keeping with the adventurous traveling theme, tops and bottoms carry prints of the world map 
as the main decorative element.  
 
On top of that, on the road adventures with cars and bikes provide the inspiration for this spring’s 
boys wear. Patterns are dominated by numbers and GUESS motifs with a sporty feel. Roomy 
jeans and low pockets form the basis together with sporty top halves.  
 
It's a season of modernizing classic styles, mingling fabrics and making a personal fashion 
statement. GUESS Kids let the young ones get into the latest fashions in style and confidence. 
 
 
Established in 1981, GUESS? began as a jeans company and has since successfully grown into a global 
lifestyle brand. Today, GUESS? designs markets and distributes full collections of women’s, men’s and 
children’s apparel as well as accessories. Throughout the years, the GUESS? image has been portrayed in 
unforgettable, innovative campaigns that have made the brand a household name. GUESS? is distributed 
throughout the United States and Canada in fine department stores, its retail specialty and factory stores, 
and domestically on its online stores. GUESS? has licensees and distributors in South America, Europe, 
Asia, Africa and Australia.  In addition to shopping online, you can find more information on GUESS? at 
www.guess.com, www.guesskids.com, and www.babyguess.com . 
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